## Description

In the Chamilo installer for 1.10, php5-curl is set as optional. Now with the always-enabled URL OpenGraph script from the social wall, this extension is always required. Make it clear in the installer (and add to master branch).

## Associated revisions

**Revision 775ef96c - 21/10/2015 09:30 - Julio**

Add curl dependency see #7910

## History

**#1 - 21/10/2015 09:32 - Julio Montoya**

Updated in 1.10.x, composer and during installation.

**#2 - 05/11/2015 06:18 - Yannick Warnier**

- Status changed from New to Feature implemented
- Assignee set to Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

OK